
SECOND PRINTING RUNEQUEST GLORANTHA 
Clarifications, Corrections and Additions 

 
Page 44: Year 1625 Events table "11-17" result 

changed to "11-16". 
Page 47: info for Foundchild: Hunting God 

added. Death rune  Death  295  Harmony 
rune Harmony. 

Page 57: 2nd to last paragraph "bonus" is 
changed to "modifier". 

Page 74: 2nd column Common Rune Magic first 
bullet Spells About the Cult has "Summon 
Cult Spirit" added, along with "Summon 
Cult Spirit 1-3 points" added after Spirit 
Block on Common Rune Magic SPELLS table. 

Page 80: Vasana's Saga third bullet point has 
Farm 30% changed to 35%, and fifth bullet 
has Javelin 20% changed to 25%. 

Page 83: Family Heirlooms table result 18 
reworded to "An ingot of iron or other pure 
Rune metal weighing 1D3 ENC which can be 
forged into a weapon, piece of armor, or 
other object. An unenchanted iron item has 
half again the number of hit or armor 
points. Each point of ENC reduces the user's 
chance of casting magic spells by -5%, with 
the same chance that magic spells cast on 
them will have no effect. Enchanted items 
act as normal." 

Page 89: Harmast Attacks Table updated so 
Javelin line of info is replaced with 2 Javelin 
weapons of "Javelin, One-handed  45  
1D8+1D4  5  7" and "Javelin, Thrown  45  
1D10  1  -". 

Page 144: 1st column, 2nd bullet "but roll the 
same number" removed. 

Page 164: Skill Descriptions topic second 
paragraph, "(Elder Race) Lore or 
(Homeland) Lore" replaced with "Elder Race 
Lore (Type) or Homeland Lore (Area)". Later 
is same paragraph "(Elder Race) Lore" is 
replaced with "Elder Race Lore (Type)". 

Page 183: first column last paragraph "visible 
spirits" changed to "invisible spirits". 

Page 198: Special Parries topic, first bullet 
added ", with no armor protection." at the 
end. Second bullet removed ", with no 
armor protection." from the end.  

Page 206: 1st column, Critical Hit topic, last 
sentence of first paragraph changed to "A 
critical hit ignores the effects of armor or 
any other protection, and usually does 
maximum impaling, slashing, or crushing 
damage (depending on weapon type), as 
described above." 

Page 206: 2nd column, Example second 
paragraph, replaced last three sentences 
with "The damage is maximum damage plus 
rolled damage for an impaling attack, with 
the rolled damage modifier added. In this 
case, the roll is an exceptionally good one, 
with the result of 7 (max of 1D6+1), 4 
(1D6+1) and 4 (1D4). The broo's attack does 
15 points of total damage." In the next 
paragraph both instances of "17" are 
replaced with "15". 

Page 215: Armor Table, Cuirass Leather armor 
for the Chest has its ENC changed from 0 to 
1. Hauberk Leather for Abdomen & Chest 
has its ENC changed from 0 to (2). Skirts 
Leather for Abdomen has its ENC changed 
from 0 to (2). Pants/Trews Leather for 
Abdomen & Legs has its ENC changed from 
0 to (2). Greaves Leather for Legs has its 
ENC changed from 0 to (2). 

Page 224: Two Weapon Use topic, first bullet 
changed to "...may use them for two 
attacks or attacking with one and parrying 
with the other, as desired." 

Page 254: 2nd column, Spell Strike Rank topic, 
first paragraph, first sentence changed from 
"...magic points of the spell, plus any 
boosting magic points." to ...magic points of 
the spell (minus the first), plus any boosting 
magic points." Formula for at end of page 
changed to "DEX STRIKE RANK + 
ADDITIONAL MAGIC POINTS OF SPELL..." 

Page 262: Fireblade spell, added sentence at 
the end of second paragraph "Though it is 
an active spell, the caster can still move and 
attack normally." 

Page 267: Vigor spell, first sentence changed to 
"This spell adds 3 points to the CON of the 
target." 

Please note that some of these have been superseded by Runefixes or other updates.



Page 275: Common Rune Magic boxed text, first 
bullet changed to "...Divination, Sanctify, 
and Summon Cult Spirit." 

Page 277: Further Training and Experience 
topic, 2nd paragraph, last paragraph 
changed to "...occupational skills (see 
Experience Between Adventures, page 
416)." 

Page 281: Improved resistance to Magic topic, 
first sentence replaced with "A Rune Lord 
always resists magic with their species 
maximum POW and not their current 
POW." 

Page 283: Cult Rune Spell use boxed text, 
Example, second sentence changed to "She 
has gained the Summon Air Elemental 
special Rune spell directly from Orlanth." 
third sentence changed to "...from that 
subcult, and gained Increase/Decrease 
Wind as a member of the Orlanth 
Thunderous subcult." 

Page 318: Alter Creature spell, third paragraph, 
first sentence changed to "A beast that 
becomes a human gains 2D6+6 INT and 3D6 
CHA." 

Page 319: Bear's Strength spell, last sentence 
changed to "...Rune Masters of Odayla or an 
associated cult." 

Page 327: Earth Power spell, first paragraph, 
second sentence changed to "... enables 
them to draw either 1 point of POW or 1D8 
magic points...". 2nd to last sentence 
changed to "...the Earthpower spell returns 
an additional 1 POW or 1D8 magic points. 
The POW disappears at the end of the 
spell's duration. Any magic points in 
excess..." 

Page 333: Lock Spell, Second sentence changed 
to "... magic points used in the spell 
multiplied by 10." 

Page 346: Suppress Lodril spell, “Summon 
Shadow” changed to “Create Shadow”.  

Page 346: Swallow Spell changed from “Instant” 
to “Instant/Temporal”. Last sentence 
changed to “…items are recoverable and 
their condition once they have been 
swallowed.” 

Page 357: Discorporation topic, 2nd paragraph, 
delete the sentence “Every additional magic 
point spent during the ritual increases the 
time that the shaman can remain 
discorporate by one hour.”  

Page 374: Regions of the Spirit World topic, last 
paragraph rewritten/replaced with “Moving 
deeper into the Spirit World imposes a 
modifier to Spirit Travel. Each step away 
from the Inner Region reduces the 
shaman’s Spirit Travel skill by -10% per step. 
Returning has the opposite modifier. It is 
always easier to return in the direction of 
the Inner World.” 

Page 385: Limits to Manipulating Intensity topic, 
Example paragraph last two sentences 
changed to “He has an INT of 17, 3 points of 
spirit magic, and 8 points of sorcery already 
known. As a result he can add up to 6 levels 
of intensity, divided amongst strength, 
range, and duration.” 

Page 386: Spell Cost topic, second Example 
changed to “Damastol also knows the 
Logical Clarity spell (Truth + Dispel) at 42%. 
He knows the Truth rune, but because he 
only knows Dispel as an insight of 
Summons, it costs him 3 magic points to 
cast, plus 2 magic points for each additional 
level of intensity.” 

Page 415: Making an Experience Roll topic, third 
paragraph, second sentence modified to “A 
modified roll of 100 or more is always a 
success…” 

Page 420: CHA Increase and Decrease topic, 
second bullet point changed to “Becoming a 
Rune Master, or shaman in the course of 
play or…” (reference to God-talker deleted) 

 


